Problems in Past Playoff Games
1.

Host school T-shirts, caps, etc. cannot be sold at the game.
sponsored T-shirts, caps, etc. may be sold.

Only WVSSAC

2.

Inflatable tunnels are allowed. If home team has an inflatable tunnel, power access
must be made available to visitor. Human tunnels are allowed, but only with band
and cheerleaders, no fans.

3.

Time Schedule:
a. Teams cannot come on the field until one and one-half (1 1/2) hour before game
time.
b. Both teams must leave the field fifteen (15) minutes before starting time.
c. Both teams will return five (5) minutes before starting time for the tossing of the
coin.
d. The National Anthem will be played by the host school prior to the teams
returning to the field.

4.

Announcer must be informed that this is not a home game. All remarks must be
impartial and never derogatory.

5.

No posters or banners can be placed in the stadium. Only hand held signs held by
one person. Permanent Signage/Advertisement and Senior Pictures are allowed.
All action by host school should maintain a level of neutrality.

6.

No cannons or amplified noise makers are permitted.

7.

Spectators may video tape but will sit in a designated section determined by the
director.

8.

Band half-time shows must be no longer than ten (10) minutes including coming on
and off the field.

9.

The game administrator will be responsible for maintaining sideline security. Only
individuals identified by game administration should be on the sideline.

10. No reserve seating.
11. No 50-50 or chances on the game ball.
12. Statistical reports by the host team must be submitted to Chris Johnson at
cjohnsoinwv1947@gmail.com as soon as possible.

13. Radio or TV - Game Directors must have money and contract before station
broadcasts.
14. No receipts are needed by the WVSSAC for team expenses. Teams will be paid by
the Reimbursement Schedule.
15. Ticket Order Forms - Please return all unsold tickets with the completed financial
report.
16. Both teams must have sideline heaters or none.
17. Schools staying in motels will be responsible for all damages and costs.
18. Policy on fans in and out of stadium - If you leave the stadium you must pay again
to re-enter. NO PASS OUTS.
19. Sportsmanship.
20. Before any gates are open - Game Administrator and gate workers need to be
present.
21. Have program sellers assigned to work game.
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